
El Camino: Course SLOs (NSC) - Earth Sciences (Geography, Geology, Oceanography)

SPRING/SUMMER 2015
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: GEOG 1:Physical Elements

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their physical environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their physical
environment.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (10 of 14
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
Geography 1 SLO 2.pdf

null.courseAction: The following
revisions to the assessment are
suggested by the data:
* question #1 can be removed
* question #7 can be removed
* question #13’s last answer
option should be revised: “Areas
within 5o latitude of the equator”
changed to “High latitude places”
* essay question #19 should be
shortened as there are currently
too many parts to the question
(09/08/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
null.courseAction: Demonstrate
(using the stream table) how
sediment flow is interrupted when
a barrier such as a dam is placed
in the channel. At the same time,
preview ocean sediment budgets
(to be discussed three weeks
later) and the constructions, like
groins and jetties, that also disrupt
sediment.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
With only 19.9% of students scoring 10+ on the multiple
choice, we did not meet the standard. However, the mean
(7.42) of 14 shows a strong C average grade across all
Geography 1 courses. Moreover, when students selected
incorrect answers, they often chose partially incorrect
answers (not the best answers) or only one of many correct
answers. This suggests they have some knowledge of the
impact humans have on the environment, and vice versa.
For example:
 * Students did not read the choices carefully for #1, where
“Humans and earth both negatively and positively affect
each other” was correct. Instead, they selected “All of the
above” which included three of the four types of
human/earth relationships.
 * For #8, choices a, c, d, and e were each chosen by >33% ,
when all four of those options should have been selected to
identify all the sources of sustainable energy.
* Almost a quarter of the incorrect answers for #13
identified the low latitudes as being most at risk of
hurricane damage, which is partially correct since the ITCZ is
the belt where hurricanes are most prevalent.

The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 14 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for three of four
short essay questions, approximately
one paragraph per question.  The
assessment was given during the
final week of the semester (Week
16).  The assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Julienne
Gard
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Matt Ebiner, Rebecca Donegan, Patti
Neumann

New Activity: Use IR
thermometers outdoors with
students to show the contrast of
surface temperatures between
natural (e.g. grass) and false
surfaces (e.g. pavement) as a way
to demonstrate the Urban Heat
Island effect concept.

New Activity: Explain/point out
subsidence when using the
groundwater model to help
students grasp the relationship
between aquifers and
nonrenewability.
 (09/08/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

* Human agriculture is the primary cause of grassland
vegetation loss
* Volcanic gases like carbon dioxide and sulfur are beneficial
to humans
* Humans living on the Great Plains and near the equator
are at greatest risk of hurricane damage
* The primary cause of salinization
* Dams alone cause water bodies’ sediment budgets to
become imbalanced
* Understanding of the concept Urban Heat Island effect

Using the >70% cutoff, students did well on questions #7
(pros/cons of building on coastal cliffs) with 92.6% accuracy,
#9 (sediment budget impacts) with 76.3% accuracy, and #10
(glacial melt causes) with 86.4% accuracy.

Students that received 8+ correct on the multiple choice
component (roughly 54%) grasped the material well enough
that their essays were then considered for analysis. By
randomly selecting and reading a number of essays, general
observations are discussed below.

After reading a random selection of the long answer
responses, general trends showed the following:
* Most students understood the relationship between
ozone depletion and greater UV exposure
* Most students understood the purpose of river levees and
how those on the Mississippi failed
* Not all students fully understood the relationship
between glaciers melting and sea level rise, even if they
identified why loss of glaciers is bad
* Many students did not fully address #19 (Hurricane
Katrina question) because it was a multipart question
* Some students did not fully link groundwater depletion to
nonrenewability (09/08/2015)
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
Geog-1.txt
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ECC: GEOG 2:Cultural Geography

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their cultural environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their cultural
environment.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S15-SLO-Rel-Assessment-Geog-2.doc

null.courseAction: Action #1: SLO
Assessment

The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
* question #1 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* question #3 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* question #5 – change “Paris” to
“London”
* question #7 - Underline stability
in the question and change the
choices to:

a)
“Mountains throughout the
country are likely…”

b)
“Mountains throughout the
country are good…” (05/13/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
null.courseAction: Action #2:
Teaching Strategies

New Activity – Develop a
worksheet focusing on certain
countries (Afghanistan, Bosnia,
Poland, Uruguay) and consider
their topography (mountainous or
flat, based on referring to a
physical map of the world) and
recent political stability/instability.
Make correlations between

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
With only 64% of students scoring 7+ on the multiple choice
questions, we did not meet the standard. However, the
mean (7.02 of 10) was above 7 and is a C grade. Moreover,
when students selected incorrect answers, they often chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) or only
one of many correct answers. This suggests they have some
knowledge of the impact humans have on the environment,
and vice versa. For example:
 * Students did not read the choices carefully for #1, where
“Humans and earth both negatively and positively affect
each other” was correct. Instead, they selected the first
choice, “Humans sometimes negatively affect the earth”,
which is just half of the correct answer.
 * For #5, choices a, b, and c were chosen by 1/4 of the
students, and all were correct.  Students might not have
noticed that choice d was “All of the Above”.

The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:
* Rainforests are sparsely populated due to government
restrictions and the prevalence of insects
* Buddhism focuses on nature worship
* Mountains within a country make it difficult for outsiders
to invade and conquer the country
* China’s population distribution is influenced by access to
trade

Using the >70% cutoff, students did well on questions #1
(relationship between humans and the earth) with 91%
accuracy, #3 (environmental influence on migration) with
84% accuracy, #9 (benefits of floods) with 100% accuracy,
and #10 (benefits of human alteration of the environment)
with 92% accuracy.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question.  The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16).  The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader:
Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Donegan, Patti Neumann
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
S15-SLO2-Rel-Data-Geog-2.txt

environment and stability.

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet contrasting the
different religions and how
focused each is on nature.

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet diagraming major
migration movements on a world
map with the main reason for
those movements, or a student’s
family migration history within the
USA, Southern California, or world
with the main reasons for those
movements. (05/13/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Students that received 60% or higher on the multiple choice
component grasped the material well enough that their
essays were then considered for analysis. By randomly
selecting and reading a number of essays, general
observations are discussed below.

After reading a random selection of the long answer
responses, general trends showed the following:
* Most students understood the benefit to humans
provided by dams generating clean hydroelectric energy.
* Some students incorrectly wrote that dams would
negatively impact fish life
* Many students noted that large-scale environmental
alteration (specifically dam building) benefits humans while
the environment suffers
 (09/11/2015)
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ECC: GEOG 5:World Regional Geography

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their cultural environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their cultural
environment.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S15-SLO2-Rel-Assessment-Geog-
5.doc

null.courseAction: Action #1: SLO
Assessment

The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
* question #1 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* question #3 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* question #5 – change “Paris” to
“London”
* question #7 - Underline stability
in the question and change the
choices to:

a)
“Mountains throughout the
country are likely…”

b)
“Mountains throughout the
country are good…”
 (05/13/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
null.courseAction: Action #2:
Teaching Strategies

New Activity – Develop a
worksheet focusing on certain
countries (Afghanistan, Bosnia,
Poland, Uruguay) and consider
their topography (mountainous or
flat, based on referring to a
physical map of the world) and
recent political stability/instability.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
With only 64% of students scoring 7+ on the multiple choice
questions, we did not meet the standard. However, the
mean (7.02 of 10) was above 7 and is a C grade. Moreover,
when students selected incorrect answers, they often chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) or only
one of many correct answers. This suggests they have some
knowledge of the impact humans have on the environment,
and vice versa. For example:
 * Students did not read the choices carefully for #1, where
“Humans and earth both negatively and positively affect
each other” was correct. Instead, they selected the first
choice, “Humans sometimes negatively affect the earth”,
which is just half of the correct answer.
 * For #5, choices a, b, and c were chosen by 1/4 of the
students, and all were correct.  Students might not have
noticed that choice d was “All of the Above”.

The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:
* Rainforests are sparsely populated due to government
restrictions and the prevalence of insects
* Buddhism focuses on nature worship
* Mountains within a country make it difficult for outsiders
to invade and conquer the country
* China’s population distribution is influenced by access to
trade

Using the >70% cutoff, students did well on questions #1
(relationship between humans and the earth) with 91%
accuracy, #3 (environmental influence on migration) with
84% accuracy, #9 (benefits of floods) with 100% accuracy,
and #10 (benefits of human alteration of the environment)
with 92% accuracy.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question.  The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16).  The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader:
Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Donegan, Julienne Gard
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
S15-SLO2-Rel-Data-Geog-5.txt

Make correlations between
environment and stability.

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet contrasting the
different religions and how
focused each is on nature.

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet diagraming major
migration movements on a world
map with the main reason for
those movements, or a student’s
family migration history within the
USA, Southern California, or world
with the main reasons for those
movements. (05/13/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Students that received 60% or higher on the multiple choice
component grasped the material well enough that their
essays were then considered for analysis. By randomly
selecting and reading a number of essays, general
observations are discussed below.

After reading a random selection of the long answer
responses, general trends showed the following:
* Most students understood the benefit to humans
provided by dams generating clean hydroelectric energy.
* Some students incorrectly wrote that dams would
negatively impact fish life
* Many students noted that large-scale environmental
alteration (specifically dam building) benefits humans while
the environment suffers

 (09/11/2015)
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ECC: GEOG 7:Geography of California

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their physical environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their physical
environment.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.

null.courseAction: The following
revisions to the assessment are
suggested by the data:
* question #1 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* question #3 – add “Be sure to
read all 4 choices before making
your answer”
* questions #2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
should be changed, since they are
not relevant to topics

covered in this class,
California Geography
 (05/13/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
null.courseAction: New Activity –
Develop a worksheet focusing on
certain climate regions of
California.  Make correlations
between latitude, proximity to the
ocean, and altitude on
temperature and rainfall.

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet diagramming major
migration movements into
California or within California,
with the main reasons for those
movements, or a student’s family
migration history into California or
within California, with the main
reasons for those movements.
 (05/13/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
With only 67% of students scoring 7+ on the multiple choice
questions, we did not meet the standard. However, the
mean (6.87 of 10) is very close to 7 and is a C grade.
Moreover, when students selected incorrect answers, they
often chose partially incorrect answers (not the best
answers) or only one of many correct answers. This
suggests they have some knowledge of the impact humans
have on the environment, and vice versa. For example:
 * Students did not read the choices carefully for #1, where
“Humans and earth both negatively and positively affect
each other” was correct. Instead, they selected the first
choice, “Humans sometimes negatively affect the earth”,
which is just half of the correct answer.
 * For #5, choices b and c were chosen by 40% of the
students, and both choices were correct.  Students might
not have noticed that choice d was “All of the Above”.

The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data, which is understandable since
these topics are not covered in a California Geography class:
* Rainforests are sparsely populated due to government
restrictions
* Buddhism focuses on nature worship
* Mountains within a country make it difficult for outsiders
to invade and conquer the country
* China’s population distribution is influenced by access to
trade

Using the >70% cutoff, students did well on questions #1
(relationship between humans and the earth) with 80%
accuracy, #3 (environmental influence on migration) with
93% accuracy, #9 (benefits of floods) with 93% accuracy,
and #10 (benefits of human alteration of the environment)
with 100% accuracy.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question.  The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16).  The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader:
Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Donegan
Reviewer's Comments:

Due to a misunderstanding the long-answer question was
not administered to the class.
 (10/13/2015)
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ECC: GEOG 8:Introduction to Geographic Information Systems

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate the
manner in which maps and GIS are
used to show both how human
activities affect their environment
and how human lives are affected by
their environment.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (10 of 14
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
Geography 8 SLO 2.pdf

null.courseAction: The following
revisions to the assessment are
suggested by the data:
* question #2’s fourth answer
option should be revised:
“Constructing a new dam for
hydroelectrical power” changed to
“Pouring concrete into the bed
and banks of a river”
* question #3’s second answer
option should be revised: “City
land use patterns” changed to
“City population densities”
* question #8’s second answer
option should be revised:
“Greenhouse” changed to
“Sewage treatment facility”
* question 10’s first answer option
should be revised: “A map
showing clipped areas within a 10
mile radius of the nuclear spill
site” changed to “A map showing
clipped roads through the nuclear
spill site” (09/08/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
null.courseAction: Discuss more
of the human-environment
concepts in the lecture
component of the course.
Although the emphasis of the
course is technological, more
examples that speak to SLO #2 can
be incorporated to illustrate both
GIS function and people’s
relationship with the natural
world.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
With a mean of only 5.06, we did not meet the standard.
Some of this failure can be explained by the technological
bent of this course. Because the course focuses on broad
level spatial analysis and mapping software, so much of the
time is dedicated to application strategies rather than
concepts related to humans and the environment, except
when illustrated as part of a mapping technique. The good
news is that students mainly excelled with the questions
relying on cartographic theory and techniques. For example:
 * #4 asking students to brainstorm variables used to
analyze a human impact on the ocean
 * #6 asking students to identify GIS layers for an acid rain
map
 * #9 asking students to select the best data and symbology
(i.e. graduated color ramp) for a map of earthquake impacts

The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:
* Floodplains are safe places to construct buildings
* The analytic strength of nested buffers
* The ways that acid rain and toxic spills are 1) inherently
spatial, and 2) human related
* Why elevation modeling (DEMs) are not related to
humans

Students performed best on questions #2 (identifying an
example of a positive human-environment interaction) with
87.5% accuracy, and #4 (identifying ways humans affect the
ocean) with 93.8% accuracy, #6 (mapping acid rain using
certain variables) with 93.8%, and #9 (identifying variables
and symbols for an earthquake impact map) with 93.9%.

Students that scored highest on the multiple choice

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa,
through the lens of cartography and
mapmaking. They were then asked
to give a longer written response
about human-environment
relationships as viewed on a map.
The assessment was given during the
final week of the semester (Week
16). The assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Julienne
Gard
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Julienne Gard
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
Geog-8.txt

Introduce more data into labs that
directly speak to issues of
renewable resources, natural and
human hazard impacts, acid rain,
etc. (09/08/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

component were then considered for long answer analysis.
By randomly selecting and reading a number of essays,
general observations are discussed below.

After reading a random selection of the long answer
responses, general trends showed the following:
* Most students were able to identify a positive and
negative interaction between the environment and humans
(e.g. species loss, tree fungi, use of renewable resources,
natural hazards)
* Most students not only offered good examples of possible
contours and shading in Part 3, but they also linked these
back to the possible positive and negative impacts discussed
in Parts 1 and 2.
* Some students did not answer the third part of the
question at all (explain what the map’s contours and
shading could possibly represent) (09/08/2015)
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ECC: GEOL 1:Physical Geology

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students can identify
the salient features of the basic
concepts of geology.  (This includes
the ability to recall the definitions of
the specialized vocabulary of
geology.)

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

null.courseAction: Action #1: SLO
Assessment

The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
* question #9  and # 1 can be
removed
* question #4 should be revised:
“Why is the Los Angeles river lined
with concrete?

Action #2: Teaching Strategies

Develop a module in which
students design a climate hazard
map of Los Angeles, drawing on
course content and applying it to
our community.
 (09/08/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard. However, when
students selected incorrect answers, they typically chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) that
suggest they do have some knowledge of the important
impacts that geology has on their lives and on the climate.
For example:
 * Bolt your home to its foundation to prepare for an
earthquake.
 * The appearance and disappearance of animals impacts
our climate

Focusing on common misconceptions revealed by the data
should raise students’ scores.
The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:

*Changing CO2 levels in the atmosphere warm the oceans:
carbon dioxide in water helps water retain heat
* There are no natural changes in the climate, all changes
are caused by human activities.

Students did well on questions #7 (When more carbon
dioxide (CO2) enters the atmosphere, how does the climate
change?) and #6 (How are humans changing the carbon
dioxide levels in the atmosphere?).

It’s worth noting that responses to the long-answer
questions, (describe how and why carbon dioxide levels in
the atmosphere are changing and discuss how and why it is
affecting life on planet earth,) were particularly thoughtful.
Perhaps students benefited by expressing themselves in
several sentences, and were restricted by the multiple
choice first assessment.

Exam/Test/Quiz -  The students fill
out a multiple choice and essay test
that is given  at the end of the
semester.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Sara Di
Fiori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Robin Bouse, Sara Di Fiori, Joe
Holliday, Chuck Herzig
Reviewer's Comments:

 (09/08/2015)
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ECC: GEOL 15:Natural Disasters

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
Earth affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the Earth.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)

Faculty Assessment Leader: Sara Di
Fiori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

null.courseAction: Action #1: SLO
Assessment

The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
* question #9  and # 1 can be
removed
* question #4 should be revised:
“Why is the Los Angeles river lined
with concrete?

Action #2: Teaching Strategies

Develop a module in which
students design a climate hazard
map of Los Angeles, drawing on
course content and applying it to
our community.
 (09/08/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
RESULTS

Assessment Data and Analysis

Students did not meet the standard. However, when
students selected incorrect answers, they typically chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) that
suggest they do have some knowledge of the important
impacts that geology has on their lives and on the climate.
For example:
 * Bolt your home to its foundation to prepare for an
earthquake.
 * The appearance and disappearance of animals impacts
our climate

Focusing on common misconceptions revealed by the data
should raise students’ scores.
The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:

*Changing CO2 levels in the atmosphere warm the oceans:
carbon dioxide in water helps water retain heat
* There are no natural changes in the climate, all changes
are caused by human activities.

Students did well on questions #7 (When more carbon
dioxide (CO2) enters the atmosphere, how does the climate
change?) and #6 (How are humans changing the carbon
dioxide levels in the atmosphere?).
 (09/08/2015)

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the earth and humans.
Then, the students answered an
essay question asking them to
discuss the relationships between
humans and changes carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere.

The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Sara Di Fiori
Reviewer's Comments: It’s worth
noting that responses to the long-
answer questions, (describe how and
why carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere are changing and
discuss how and why it is affecting
life on planet earth,) were
particularly thoughtful. Perhaps
students benefited by expressing
themselves in several sentences, and
were restricted by the multiple
choice first assessment.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard. However, when
students selected incorrect answers, they typically chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) that
suggest they do have some knowledge of the important
impacts that geology has on their lives and on the climate.
For example:
 * Bolt your home to its foundation to prepare for an
earthquake.
 * The appearance and disappearance of animals impacts
our climate

Focusing on common misconceptions revealed by the data
should raise students’ scores.
The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:

*Changing CO2 levels in the atmosphere warm the oceans:
carbon dioxide in water helps water retain heat
* There are no natural changes in the climate, all changes
are caused by human activities.

Students did well on questions #7 (When more carbon
dioxide (CO2) enters the atmosphere, how does the climate
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Sara Di
Fiori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Sara Di Fiori
Reviewer's Comments: It’s worth
noting that responses to the long-
answer questions, (describe how and
why carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere are changing and
discuss how and why it is affecting
life on planet earth,) were
particularly thoughtful. Perhaps
students benefited by expressing
themselves in several sentences, and
were restricted by the multiple
choice first assessment.

change?) and #6 (How are humans changing the carbon
dioxide levels in the atmosphere?).
 (09/08/2015)
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ECC: GEOL 3:Physical Geology Laboratory

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
Earth affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the Earth.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of seven or higher on the
assessment.
80% of the students will achieve a
score of four or higher on the
assessment.

Related Documents:
SLO 2015 Rel-Assessement-Geol-
3.doc
SLO 2015 Rubric Geology 3.docx

null.courseAction: Action #1:  SLO
Assessment
The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
1. Questions 2 and 7 can
be removed since over 90% of the
students got them correct.
2. Question #1 should be
revised so that it is a normal
multiple choice question with five
answers, rather than the existing
“check all that apply” question.
3. Question #3 should be
revised so that answer “b” should
not have the words, “evaporation
of oceans” so that this answer is
clearer.

Action #2:  Teaching Strategies
Develop a lab experiment and/or
lecture demonstrating the natural
changes in the global climate that
have occurred over the last
100,000 years.
New Activity: Develop a
worksheet in which students
compare and contrast the causes
and effects of the CO2 increase in
the atmosphere vs. in the ocean.
New Activity: Develop a diagram
(pie chart?) worksheet in which
students track the sources of
water in California.

Action #3:  Curriculum Changes
The class size should be reduced

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standards.  However, students
chose partially incorrect answer (not the best answers)
which suggests that they do have some knowledge of the
important facts and concepts related to the relationship
between earth’s environment and humans.  For example:
1. The amount of mass wasting occurs more often in
steeper areas such as Palos Verdes and other nearby
mountains.  Students did well on this question (#2) with
90% getting it correct.
2. The sources of our drinking water include ground
water, rivers and aqueducts.  61% of the students got this
question (#3) correct.
3. Humans are changing CO2 levels by burning fossil
fuels.  91% of the students got this question (#6) correct.
4. The increase in atmospheric CO2 makes the
climate warmer.  Very impressive 97% of the students got
this question (#7) correct.
Student’s scores should be raised by focusing on some
common misconceptions.  The assessment data suggest
that there are common misconceptions such as:
1. Much of California’s water supply comes by
desalinization.
2. There are no natural changes in the atmospheric
environment.
3. The increase in CO2 in the oceans warms them up
and helps them to absorb more sunlight.
4. The harm of the CO2 increase is that it will make it
harder for animals to breath.
After we discussed our plan of action at our department
meeting, we decided to summarize a hand full of essays
from students who scored at least half of the multiple
choice questions correctly.  Amongst these students, a
random sample of essays was chosen to review.  These
essays revealed the same misunderstandings as the

Reviewer's Comments: This lab class
consisted of about half students
taking the geology 1 lecture class
concurrently and about half having
already finished the geology 1
lecture class.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of nine multiple choice
questions about the relationship
between the earth and humans.  The
last four questions were about
carbon dioxide and global climate
change.  Then, the students
answered an essay question
discussing the relationships between
humans, carbon dioxide, and the
earth.  The assessment was given at
the end of the semester during week
15 or 16.
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Joseph
Holliday
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Robin Bouse, Sara Di Fiori, Chuck
Herzig, Joe Holliday
Reviewer's Comments: Action #3: It
is not clear to me that curriculum
changes are suggested by the data.
Related Documents:
SLO 2015 Rel-Assessement-Geol-3.doc
SLO 2015 Rubric Geology 3.docx

because it is too large to be taught
effectively, even by our most
experienced professors.  We will
work with the curriculum
committee to reduce the class size
to 30. (09/01/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

multiple choice question results, such as an increase in
atmospheric CO2 causes breathing difficulties for mammals.
The essays also introduced some other misunderstandings
that were not evident from the multiple choice question
results, such as the ozone layer and CFCs being related to
global climate change, and the decreasing percent of world
CO2 output by the U.S. means less warming is occurring.
Additionally, not enough students mentioned in their essays
the critical fact that CO2 traps solar energy as heat.
 (09/09/2015)
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ECC: GEOL 30:Geology Laboratory of Death Valley

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of geology.  (This
includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of geology.)

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)

Faculty Assessment Leader: Sara Di
Fiori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Sara Di Fiori
Reviewer's Comments: It’s worth
noting that responses to the long-
answer questions, (describe how and
why carbon dioxide levels in the

null.courseAction: Action #1: SLO
Assessment

The following revisions to the
assessment are suggested by the
data:
* question #9  and # 1 can be
removed
* question #4 should be revised:
“Why is the Los Angeles river lined
with concrete?

Action #2: Teaching Strategies

Develop a module in which
students design a climate hazard
map of Los Angeles, drawing on
course content and applying it to
our community.
 (04/14/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard. However, when
students selected incorrect answers, they typically chose
partially incorrect answers (not the best answers) that
suggest they do have some knowledge of the important
impacts that geology has on their lives and on the climate.
For example:
 * Bolt your home to its foundation to prepare for an
earthquake.
 * The appearance and disappearance of animals impacts
our climate

Focusing on common misconceptions revealed by the data
should raise students’ scores.
The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:

*Changing CO2 levels in the atmosphere warm the oceans:
carbon dioxide in water helps water retain heat
* There are no natural changes in the climate, all changes
are caused by human activities.

Students did well on questions #7 (When more carbon
dioxide (CO2) enters the atmosphere, how does the climate
change?) and #6 (How are humans changing the carbon
dioxide levels in the atmosphere?).
 (09/08/2015)

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the earth and humans.
Then, the students answered an
essay question asking them to
discuss the relationships between
humans and changes carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere.

The assessment was given at the end
of the short term class semester
(week 6)
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

atmosphere are changing and
discuss how and why it is affecting
life on planet earth,) were
particularly thoughtful. Perhaps
students benefited by expressing
themselves in several sentences, and
were restricted by the multiple
choice first assessment.
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ECC: GEOL 6:Earth Science in Education

No data found for the selected criteria.
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ECC: OCEA 10:Introduction to Oceanography

Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
ocean affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the ocean.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)
Related Documents:
S15-SLO-Rel-Assessment-Ocea-
02Feb-05.doc

null.courseAction: Develop a lab
experiment and/or lecture
demonstration in which room-
temperature water and another
substance (soil?) are plunged into
an ice bath. The temperature drop
of both is recorded. (Perhaps
using thin tubes to reduce the role
of heat conduction?)

New Activity: Develop a
worksheet in which students
contrast and compare the causes
and effects of harmful blooms
(beach closures, “red tides”,
“dead zones”). The activity could
also be part of the Primary
Productivity (phytoplankton) lab.

New Activity: Develop a carbon
cycle diagram worksheet in which
students track the movement of
carbon dioxide between the
atmosphere, ocean, and
biosphere (including human
activities). In each place, the
consequences of the presence of
carbon dioxide should be noted.
The activity could also be part of
the Climate Change lab.
(12/16/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
null.courseAction: The following
revisions to the assessment are
suggested by the data:
* question #9 can be removed

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard. However, when
students selected incorrect answers, they typically chose
partially incorrect answers that suggest they do have some
knowledge of the important impacts that the ocean has on
their lives. For example:
 * untreated sewage can potentially be a cause of “dead
zones”, but farming practices are typically more important
(in developed countries)
 * carbon dioxide makes the ocean more acidic - but this
lowers the pH
 * phytoplankton do make a significant amount of the
oxygen we breathe – but more than land plants
 * the ocean warms slower than the land – but also cools
slower than the land
 * bacteria in sewage could cause a beach closure – but
sewage is treated to kill the bacteria

Focusing on common misconceptions revealed by the data
should raise students’ scores.
The following is a list of common misconceptions suggested
by the assessment data:
* Groundwater is replenished by water rising up from the
mantle
* Beach closures are caused by red tides
* Untreated sewage is the primary cause of dead zones
* Less than half of the oxygen in the atmosphere is created
by phytoplankton
* higher pH = more acidic
* Industrial wastes are the main way in which humans are
making the ocean more acidic
* Carbon dioxide in ocean water helps make the water
warmer
* Oceans cool faster than land during periods of global
cooling

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the ocean and humans. The
last 4 questions were about carbon
dioxide in the ocean. Then, the
students answered an essay
question asking them to discuss
relationships between humans,
carbon dioxide, and the ocean.
Students also answered two survey
questions.

The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
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Course SLO Assessment Method
Description Assessment Data & Analysis Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: T. James
Noyes
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Robin Bouse, Sara Di Fiori, Charles
Dong, Joe Holliday, Chuck Herzig
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
S15-SLO2-Rel-Data-Ocea-10.txt

* question #5 should be revised:
“How do humans in developed
countries like the United States
typically cause “dead zones” in
the ocean?”

Most students know that the
ocean will become more acidic.
We could clean up the language of
some questions and make them
clearer by simply saying “more
acidic” instead of “change in pH”.

We can add additional items to
the long-answer question prompt
that we’d like to see students
discuss. Possibilities include:
What are the secondary effects of
ocean acidification on ocean life?
What are the consequences for
humans if the oceans become
more acidic?
What can/should humans do to
reduce ocean acidification?
(12/16/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Students did well on questions #6 (burning fossil fuels
changes the pH of ocean water) and #9 (the change in pH of
ocean water dissolves shells made of calcium carbonate).

The long-answer question allowed us to take an in-depth
look at students’ ability to discuss carbon dioxide, the
ocean, and humans:
* Students often mentionedmthat humans produce carbon
dioxide by burning fossil fuels, but did not describe the
process by which the carbon dioxide gets into the ocean.
* Students typically discussed the major impact of carbon
dioxide on ocean life (dissolving calcium carbonate shells),
but relatively few discussed secondary effects (e.g.,
implications for the food chain).
* Student often identified specific kinds of animals and
algae that would be affected by ocean acidification. The
most commonly identified organism was corals. However,
sometimes students said that carbon dioxide causes corals
to bleach.
* Students often noted that carbon dioxide combines with
water to form carbonic acid.
* Few students identified potential benefits of more carbon
dioxide in the ocean for ocean life.

Most students limited their discussion to the topics listed in
the prompt. This is good in that students are carefully
reading and responding to the prompt and this allows us to
assess their understanding of topics mentioned in the
prompt. Apparently we could expand the number of topics
in the prompt to get students to address some of the other
things that we would like them discuss. (08/26/2015)
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